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Resume. Nous proposons une nouvelle description des compactifications
stables de Smyth des espaces To comme plongements dans des espaces
compacts stables qui sont denses pour la "patch topology", et nous relions
ces compactifications stables au cas des espaces ordonnes. Dans ce cadre
"sans point", nous introduisons une notion de compactification stable d'un
frame qui etend la cornpactification stable de Smyth d'un espace To, ainsi
que la compactification de Banaschewski d'un frame. Nous caracterisons
l'ensemble ordonne des compactifications stables d'un frame en termes of
proxirnites sur le frame, et en termes de sous-frames stablement compacts du
frame de ses ideaux, Ces resultats sont alors appliques aux compactifications
coherentes de frames, et relies ala compactification spectrale d'un espace To
consideree par Smyth.
Abstract. In a classic paper, Smirnov [25] characterized the poset of com-
pactifications of a completely regular space in terms of the proximities on
the space. Banaschewski [1] formulated Smirnov's results in the pointfree
setting, defining a compactification of a completely regular frame, and char-
acterizing these in terms of the strong inclusions on the frame. Smyth [26]
generalized the concept of a compactification of a completely regular space
to that of a stable compactification of a To-space and described them in terms
of quasi-proximities on the space.
We provide an alternate description of stable compactifications of To-spaces
as embeddings into stably compact spaces that are dense with respect to the
patch topology, and relate such stable compactifications to ordered spaces.
Each stable compactification of a To-space induces a companion topology on
the space, and we show the companion topology induced by the largest stable
compactification is the topology T* studied by Salbani [21, 22].
In the pointfree setting, we introduce a notion of a stable compactification
of a frame that extends Smyth's stable compactification of a To-space, and
Banaschewski's compactification of a frame. We characterize the poset of
stable compactifications of a frame in terms of proximities on the frame, and
in terms of stably compact subframes of its ideal frame. These results are then
specialized to coherent compactifications of frames, and related to Smyth's
spectral compactifications of a To-space.
Keywords. Pointfree topology, proximity, compactification, stable compact-
ness.
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1. Introduction

A classic result of Smimov [25] shows that the poset of compactificationsof
a completely regular space X is isomorphic to the poset of proximities on X
that are compatible with the topology on X. Banaschewski [1] generalized
Smimov's theorem to the pointfree setting by introducing the concept of a
compactification of a frame. He also generalized the concept of a proximity
on a space to that of a strong inclusion on a frame, and proved that the
poset of compactifications of a frame L is isomorphic to the poset of strong
inclusions on L. In particular, if L is the frame of open sets of a completely
regular space, then Smimov's theorem follows.

Smyth [26] generalized the theory of compactifications of completely
regular spaces to that of stable compactifications of To-spaces. He also gen-
eralized the concept of proximity to that of quasi-proximity and proved that
the poset of stable compactifications of a To-space X is isomorphic to the
poset of quasi-proximities on X that are compatible with the topology on
X. Restricting to completely regular spaces and proximities then yields
Smimov's theorem.

In this paper, we provide an alternate description of Smyth's stable com-
pactification of a To-space X as an embedding of X into a stably compact
space Y whose image is dense in the patch topology of Y. We then relate
such stable compactifications to ordered spaces. Each stable compactifica-
tion of a To-space X induces an ordered space structure on X whose open
upsets are the given topology on X, and under which the stable compacti-
fication can be naturally viewed as an order-compactification. So each sta-
ble compactification of X yields a companion topology to the original, the
topology of open downsets of the associated ordered space. We show the
companion topology associated with the largest stable compactification of
X is the topology T* studied by Salbani [21, 22].

We then extend Smyth's theory of stable compactifications to the point-
free setting. We introduce the concept of a stable compactification of a
frame, and prove a generalization of Banaschewski's theorem, showing that
the poset of stable compactifications of a frame L is isomorphic to the poset
of proximities on the frame in the sense of [5], and to the poset of certain
stably compact subframes of the ideal frame of L. The spatial case of this
result yields Smyth's theorem.
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The paper is organized as follows. The second section provides prelimi-
naries. In the third, we discuss stable compactifications of To-spaces, giving
a characterization of such compactifications in terms of the patch topology,
and relating such compactifications to ordered spaces. In the fourth section
we define stable compactifications of frames, and provide characterizations
of such stable compactifications in terms of proximities, and in terms of cer-
tain subframes of the ideal frame. The fifth section specializes the results of
the fourth to coherent and spectral compactifications.

2. Preliminaries

Recall the classical notion of a compactification of a topological space X is
an embedding e : X ~ Y into a compact Hausdorff space Y whose image
is dense in Y. Here, embedding is used to mean that e is a homeomorphism
from X to its image considered with the subspace topology from Y. Clas-
sical results characterize those spaces X having a compactification as the
completely regular ones. It is standard to form a poset from the compactifi-
cations of a completely regular space, as in the following definition.

Definition 2.1. For compactifications e : X ~ Y and e' : X ~ Y' of X write
e' ~ e if there is a continuous map f: Y ~ Y' with e' = foe.

It is well known that ~ is a quasi-order. This induces an equivalence
relation on the class of compactifications, and the associated partially or-
dered set of equivalence classes is called the poset of compactifications of
X. Smimov described this poset in terms of proximities on X. Standard re-
sults show that the Stone-tech compactification of X is the largest member
of this poset, and that this poset has a least element iff X is locally compact,
and in this case the least element is the one-point compactification of X (see,
e.g., [10, Sec. 3.5 and 3.6]). Also standard to the theory of compactifications
is the following result.

Theorem 2.2. A compact Hausdorff space X has up to homeomorphism
only itself as a compactification.

The notion of a compactification e : X ~ Y can be extended in an ob-
vious way simply by dropping the requirement that the compact space Y be
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Hausdorff. However, this is a very poorly behaved notion, with a space X
having such general compactifications of arbitrary cardinality. Smyth [26]
introduced a notion of a stable compactification of a To-space, that although
still pathological in some ways, is much better behaved. We describe these
stable compactifications in detail in the following section, but remark they
are certain dense embeddings into the stably compact spaces we describe
next. A few basic definitions are required first.

A topological space X is locally compact if for each x E X and open
neighborhood U of x, there is an open neighborhood V of x and a compact
set K with V ~ K ~ U. A subset A of X is irreducible if A ~ B u C
with B, C closed implies A ~ B or A ~ C; and X is sober if each closed
irreducible set is the closure of a unique singleton. Finally, a subset of X is
saturated if it is an intersection of open sets.

Definition 2.3. A space X is stably compact if it is compact, locally compact,
sober, and the intersection of two compact saturated sets is compact.

The theory of stably compact spaces is developed in detail in [12], where
it is shown that there is a close connection between stably compact spaces
and certain ordered topological spaces. To recall this connection, we need to
describe two additional topologies associated to any stably compact space.

Definition 2.4. For a stably compact space X with topology T, the com-
pact saturated sets are the closed sets of a topology Tk on X called the
co-compact topology. The join of the topologies T and Tk is called the patch
topology Jr.

An ordered topological space is a triple (X, s, Jr) consisting of a set X
with partial ordering s and topology Jr. A subset U of X is an upset if x E U
and x s y imply y E U, and it is adownset if x E U and y s x imply y E U. An
ordered topological space (X, s, Jr) is order-Hausdorff if x t y implies that
there exist an upset neighborhood U of x and a downset neighborhood V of Y
such that Un V = 0. It is well known (see, e.g., [14]) that (X, s, Jr) is order-
Hausdorff iff s is a closed subset of X2. Ordered topological spaces were
introduced by Nachbin, who showed that compact order-Hausdorff spaces
provide a natural generalization of compact Hausdorff spaces [15]. In honor
of Nachbin, we make the following definition.

Definition 2.5. A Nachbin space is a compact order-Hausdorff space.
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We recall that in a topological space, the specialization order ~ is defined
by x ~ y iff the closure of y contains x. The following results are well known
[12, Sec. VI-6].

Theorem 2.6. If (X, r) is a stably compact space with specialization order
$ and patch topology it, then (X, ~, 7f) is a Nachbin space whose open upsets
are the r-open sets, and whose open downsets are the rk-open sets. We call
this the Nachbin space associated to (X, r). Conversely, if (X,~, 7f) is a
Nachbin space, then the open upsets form a topology r on X. The space
(X, r) is stably compact, and its associated Nachbin space is (X,~, 7f).

Following [12], we call a continuous map I between stably compac,t
spaces proper if the inverse image of each compact saturated set is compact.
This is equivalent to I being continuous with respect to both the given and
co-compact topologies. Let StKSp be the category of stably compact spaces
and proper maps. Let Nach be the category of Nachbin spaces and the con-
tinuous order-preserving maps between them. The above result extends as
follows [12, Sec. VI-6].

Theorem 2.7. There is an isomorphism between the categories StKSp and
Nach taking a stably compact space to its associated Nachbin space.

We next tum our attention to frames.

Definition 2.8. Aframe is a complete lattice L that satisfies a 1\ V S = V {a 1\
s : S E S}. A frame homomorphism is a map I :L -+ M that preserves finite
meets (including 1) and arbitrary joins (including 0).

For a topological space X, its open sets O(X) form a frame, and for any
continuous map I :X -+ Y, the map O(f) = 1-1 : O(Y) -+ O(X) isa
frame homomorphism. This gives a contravariant functor n : Top -+ Frm
from the category of topological spaces and continuous maps to the category
of frames and frame homomorphisms. A point of a frame L is a frame
homomorphism p : L -+ 2 into the two-element frame. The points pte L)
of L are topologized by taking for all a E L the sets y( a) = {p : p( a) = I}
as open sets. For a frame homomorphism I :L -+ J\!, the map pt(f) :
pt(.iY1) -+ pt(L) defined by pt(f)(p) = pol is continuous. This gives'~
contravariant functor pt : Frm -+ Top. The following results are well known
[13, 18].
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Theorem 2.9. The functors S1and pt give a dual adjunction between Top
and Frm. For each frame L, the dual adjunction provides a frame homomor-
phism h : L -+ S1(pt( L)), which is always onto. A frame is called spatial
if h is an isomorphism. For each space X, the dual adjunction provides a
continuous map s : X --+ pt(S1(X)) called the sobrijication of the space,
which is a topological embedding iff the space is To. A space is sober iff s is
a homeomorphism. The functors S1and pt restrict to give a dual equivalence
between the categories of spatial frames and sober spaces.

For the convenience of the reader, we isolate two consequences of this
result used later.

Corollary 2.10. If X, Yare spaces with Y sober, then S1gives a bijection
between the homsets Top(X, Y) and Frm(S1(Y),D(X)). If X is To, then
a continuous map e : X --+ Y is an embedding iff the frame homomorphism
S1(e) : S1(Y) --+ S1(X) is onto.

We tum now to finer properties offrames, see [13, 18] for further details.

Definition 2.11. For a, b elements of a frame L, we say a is way below b,
and write a «b, if for any T with b s V T, there is a finite subset S £ T with
a S V S. We say a is well inside b, and write a -c b, if -.a v b = 1, where -.a is
the pseudocomplement of a in L.

An element a of a frame L is compact if a « a, and a frame L is compact
if its top element 1 is compact. We next use the way below and well inside
relations to define the particular classes of frames of primary interest here.

Definition 2.12. We say a frame L is

1. locally compact if a = V{x: X «a} for each a E L.

2. regular if a = V {x : X -< a} for each a E L.

3. stable if a «b, c implies a « b 1\ C for all a, b, eEL.

We say L is compact regular if it is compact and regular, and stably compact
if it is locally compact, compact, and stable. •
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Let KRFrm be the category of compact regular frames and frame ho-
momorphisms between them. A frame homomorphism f is called proper
if a « b implies fa « fb. Let StKFrm be the category of stably com-
pact frames and proper frame homomorphisms between them. Let KHaus
be the category of compact Hausdorff spaces. The following are well known
[12, 13].

Theorem 2.13. A space X is stably compact iff the frame fleX) is stably
compact, and a frame L is stably compact iff it is isomorphic to 0 (X) for
some stably compact space X. Further, a continuous map f between stably
compact spaces X and Y is proper iff the corresponding frame homomor-
phism between O(Y) and fleX) is proper. Thus, the functors 0 and pt
restrict to give a dual equivalence between StKSp and StKFrm.

Each compact Hausdorff space is stably compact, and every continuous
map between compact Hausdorff spaces is proper. So KHaus is a full sub-
category of StKSp, KRFrm is a full subcategory of StKFrm, and 0 and pt
restrict to give a dual equivalence between KHaus and KRFrm.

A frame is coherent if each element is the join of compact elements, and
the meet of two compact elements is compact. A frame homomorphism h
between two coherent frames Land M is coherent if a compact in L im-
plies that h(a) is compact in A1. Let CohFrm be the category of coherent
frames and the coherent frame homomorphisms between them. A space X is
a spectral space if it is sober, compact, and the compact open sets are closed
under finite intersections and form a basis. A continuous map between spec-
tral spaces is a spectral map if the inverse image of each compact open set is
compact open. Let Spec be the category of spectral spaces and the spectral
maps between them. We conclude the preliminaries with the following well
known result [13].

Theorem 2.14. The category Spec is a full subcategory ofStKSp, the cate-
gory CohFrm is a full subcategory ofStKFrm, and the functors 0, pt restrict
to a dual equivalence between Spec and CohFrm.

3. Stable compactifications of spaces

In this section we recall Smyth's definition of a stable compactification of a
To-space X, and Smyth's ordering of the stable compactifications of X. We
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provide an alternate description of such stable compactifications in terms of
the patch topology of a stably compact space, and remark on the connections
between stable compactifications and ordered spaces.

Definition 3.1. [26J Let X be a To-space, Y be a stably compact space,and
e: X -» Y be a homeomorphismfrom X to a subspace ofY. For U E O(Y),
let U be the largest open set of Y whose intersection with the image of X
is contained in U. We say the pair (Y, e) is a stable compactification of X
if U « V ~ U « V for all U, V E n(Y), where U « V means U is way
below V in theframe n(Y).

If (Y, e) is a stable compactification of X, using 0 « 0 it follows that
"0 = 0, hence the image e[X] is dense in Y. We next recall Smyth's ordering
of the stable compactifications of a To-space X.

Definition 3.2. For two stable compactifications e : X -+ Y and e' :X -» Y',
define e' ~ e if there is a proper map f : Y -+ Y' with e' = foe. We let
COMP X be the poset of equivalence classes of stable compactifications of
X under the partial order associated with the quasi-order ~ and denote the
equivalence class of a compactification e : X -» Y by [e].

Smyth characterized the poset COMP X in terms of his "quasi-proximi-
ties" on X, and showed it has a largest element given by the space of prime
filters of the frame n(X) of open sets of X.

Remark 3.3. Stable compactifications of To-spaces lack some of the famil-
iar properties of classical compactifications of completely regular spaces.
Smyth's result [26, Prop. 16] that the space of prime filters of n(X) gives
the largest stable compactification of X yields an example showing that a
compact Hausdorff space can have a stable compactification that is not Haus-
dorff. One can further show that for stable compactifications e : X -+ Y and
k : Y -+ Z, the composite k 0 e : X -» Z need not be a stable compactifica-

.tion. For an example of this let X be the negative integers with the obvious

.order and the upset topology. Let e : X -+ Y be the largest stable compacti-
fication of X and let k : Y -+ Z be the largest stable compactification of Y.
Then k 0 e : X -+ Z is not a stable compactification of X.

The condition U « V ~ U «V in Smyth's definition of a stable com-
.pactification has a strongly frame-theoretic nature. We provide a description
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of stable compactifications in more purely topological terms, namely as em-
beddings into stably compact spaces that are dense in the patch topology.
We note that this is somewhat the inverse of the usual sequence of things
in pointfree topology, when standard topological notions are given pointfree
meaning. We begin with several standard facts from the theory of ordered
spaces whose proofs can be found in [12, 15].

Proposition 3.4. Let (Y, ~, Jr) be a Nachbin space, and let cl; be the closure
operatorwith respect to the topology Jr.

1. A« B in theframe of open upsets ofY ijfcl1l"(A) ~ B.

2. If B is an open downset, B = U{A : A is an open downset and
cl1l"(A) ~ B}.

3. If A is closed, then its downset tA is closed.

Theorem 3.5. For a To-space X, an embedding e : X -.. Y into a stably
compact space Y is a stable compactification of X ijf the image of X is
dense in the patch topology ofY.

Proof. By identifying X with its image e[X] in Y, we assume that X is a
subspace of Y and Y is a stably compact space with topology r and patch
topology Jr. Let (Y,~, Jr) be the Nachbin space associated to Y.

"<:=" Assume X is patch-dense in Y. To show the identical embedding
of X into Y is a stable compactification, we must show that for U, V r-open
subsets of Y, that U « V implies U «V. If U « V, then by Proposi-
tion 3.4.1, cl1l"(U) ~ V. As X is patch-dense in Y, for each patch-open sub-
set W of Y, we have cln(W) = cln(l¥ nX). Therefore, from the definition
of U as the largest .r-open set whose intersection with X is contained in U,
we have cl, (U) = cl, (U n X) = cl, (U n X) = c11C (U). Thus, cl, (U) ~ V,
so U« V.

"=:>" Assume X is not patch-dense in Y. We show that there exist r-open
sets U, V such that U « V and U 1- V. We recall (see Theorem 2.6) that
the open upsets of the Nachbin space (Y,~, Jr) are the topology -r, the open
down sets are the co-compact topology rk, and the join of these topologies is
the patch topology Jr. We also use -T for the set-theoretic complement of
T.
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Claim 3.6.

1. There exist an open upset S and an open downset T with S n T"* 0
and X n S nT = 0.

2. For each open upset A, if - T £ A, then S £ A.

Proof of Claim: (1) This is a consequence of the fact that the patch topology
is the join of the topologies of the open upsets and open downsets and that
X is not patch-dense. (2) As X n S n T = 0, we have X n S £ -T £ A. So
S£A. 0

Claim 3.7. Let Z E S nT. There are open downsets P, Q with

1. Z E Q and cl7f(Q) £ T.

2. Z E P and cl7f(P) £ Q.

Further, both U = -tcl7f(Q) and V = -tcl7f(P) are open upsets.

Proof of Claim: (1) As Z E T and T is an open downset, Proposition 3.4.2
gives an open down set Q with Z E Q and cl7f(Q) £ T. (2) As Z E Q and Q
is an open down set, another application of Proposition 3.4.2 gives an open
downset P with Z E P and cl7f(P) £ Q. For the further comment, by Propo-
sition 3.4.3, both tcl7f(Q) and tcl1C(P) are closed, and are clearly downsets.
Thus, their complements are open upsets. 0

We show the open upsets U, V satisfy U « V and U *' V. As Q £
tcl1C(Q), we have U = -tcl1C(Q) £ -Q, and as cl1C(P) £ Q and Q is a
downset, ~cl7f(P) £ Q, giving -Q £ -~cl7f(P) = V. Thus, U £ -Q £ V,
and as Q is open, cl7f(U) £ V. So by Proposition 3.4.1, U « V. To see that
U 1< \f, note Z E P £ ~cl1C(P), so z ¢ -~cl1C(P) = V. As cl1C(Q) £ T and T is
adownset, we have ~cl1C(Q) £ T, hence -T £ -icl7f(Q) = U. Since U is an
open upset and -T £ U, by Claim 3.6.2, S £ U. But Z E S, hence Z E U, and
Z ¢ V, so U ¢ V. Thus, U 1< V. 0

Corollary 3.8. The stable compactifications of a To-space X determine, and
are determined by, mappings of X into Nachbin spaces (Y,~, 7[) that are
embeddings with respect to the topology of open upsets ojY, and are dense
with respect to II.
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We next use this result to relate the poset of stable compactifications
of a completely regular space X to its poset of classical compactifications.
Since a compact Hausdorff space is stably compact and its patch topology
coincides with the original topology, Theorem 3.5 shows that any compacti-
fication of X is a stable compactification. It also follows from Theorem 3.5
that any stable compactification into a compact Hausdorff space is a com-
pactification. We use k : X ~ j3X for the Stone-Cech compactification of
X, and recall this is the largest compactification of X.

Proposition 3.9. The poset of classical compactifications of a completely
regularspace X is a retract of the downset of COMP X generated by k :
X -)-j3X. This retraction is realized by sending a stable compactification e :
X -)-(Y, T) that lies beneath k : X ~ j3X to the classical compactification
e : X ~ (Y, 7f), where 7f is the patch topology of T.

Proof. Suppose e : X ~ Y is a stable compactification of X that lies beneath
k: X -)- j3X in the poset of stable compactifications. Then there is a proper
continuous map I ; j3X ~ Y with e = I 0 k. Let (5 be the topology on
fJX and T be the topology on Y. As fJX is compact Hausdorff, its patch
topology is (5. Let 7f be the patch topology on Y. Since f is proper with
respect to (5 and T, it is continuous with respect to the patch topologies (5

and 7f. Let U E 71". Then I-l(U) E (5, so k-l f-l(U) is open in X, hence
e-l(U) is open in X. Thus, e ; X ~ (Y, 7f) is continuous. By Theorem 3.5,
e[X] is dense in (Y, 7f), and as (Y; 7f) is a compact Hausdorff space, this is a
compactification of X. It is then routine to show that the map sending such
a stable compactification e : X ~ (Y, T) to the compactification e : X ~
(Y, 7f) is the required retraction. 0

We recall the classical result that a completely regular space has a least
compactification iff it is locally compact, and in this case, its least com-
pactification is the one-point compactification. As the construction of the
one-point compactification of a locally compact Hausdorff space general-
izes to any To-space (see, e.g., [6, Sec. 3]), every To-space X has a (possibly
non-Hausdorff) one-point compactification. This one-point compactification
does not have to be a stable compactification of X. In fact, as the next corol-
lary shows, not every To-space has a least stable compactification.

Corollary 3.10. The space of rationals Q with the usual topology has no
least stable compactification.
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Proof. If there were a least element in the poset of stable compactifications
of Q, then by Proposition 3.9, there would be a least element in the poset of
classical compactifications of Q. This is not the case since Q is not locally
compact. 0

There are further connections between stable compactifications and or-
dered spaces. We describe some of these connections below. We start by
recalling Nachbin's generalization of the concept of compactification to that
of order-compactification.

Definition 3.11. An order-compactification of an ordered space X is a pair
(Y, e) such that Y is a Nachbin space, e : X ~ Y is both a topological
embedding and an order-embedding, and the image e[ X] is topologically
dense in Y.

Proposition 3.12. Let e : X ~ Y be a stable compactification. Then the
associated Nachbin space (Y, 5, 1r) induces an ordered space structure on
X whose open upsets are the original topology of X, and whose partial
ordering is the specialization order of this topology. Further, the embedding
e of this ordered structure into (Y, 5, 1f) is an order-compactification.

Proof. Let (X, T) and (Y, J) be our original To and stably compact spaces.
By Theorem 3.5, the image e[ X] is dense in the patch topology 1f of Y, so
is a topologically dense subspace of the Nachbin space (Y, 5, 1f). The re-
striction of this Nachbin space to e[ X] makes e[ X] into an ordered space
having (Y, s:, 1r) as an order-compactification. So this induces an ordered
space structure on X having (Y, 5, 1f) as an order-compactification. It re-
mains only to show the open upsets of this ordered space structure on X are
the original topology T, and that the partial ordering on X is the specializa-
tion order.

The open upsets of e[ X] are the restrictions of the open upsets of (Y,
5, 1r), hence are the restrictions of members of J to e[ Xl So the open upsets
of the induced structure on X are the inverse images under e of members
of8, and as e is an embedding with respect to T and J, these are exactly
the members of T. As the partial ordering of (Y, 5, n ) is the specialization
order of 8, the partial ordering of e[ X] is the specialization order of the open
upsets of e[X], hence the partial ordering on X is the specialization order of
T.' []
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Proposition 3.12 shows that every stable compactification can be viewed
as an order-compactification. The following example shows the converse
of this does not hold. The difficulty, roughly speaking, is in the fact that
an order-compactification must be an embedding with respect to the patch
topology, while a stable compactification must be an embedding with respect
to the topology of open upsets.

Example 3.13. Let (X,:s, zr ) be the natural numbers N with discrete topol-
ogy, ordered as an antichain, and let (Y,:S, 7r) be the one-point compacti-
jication N u {oo} ordered as an antichain on N and with n :S 00 for each
n E N. The identical embedding is an order-compactification of (X, :S, 7r)
into (Y,:S, zr ). But the open upsets of Yare the cofinite ones containing 00,

while all subsets of X are open upsets. So the identical embedding is not a
stable compactification with respect to the topologies of open upsets.

Proposition 3.12 can be viewed in another light. Each stable cornpactifi-
cation of a To-space (X, r) induces an ordered space structure on X having
T as its open upsets, and giving a companion topology r' of open downsets,
so that the join of the topologies 7r = r v -r' is a completely regular topology.
Based on the work of [4,24,17], Salbani [21, 22] has considered a method
to associate with any To topology r on X a companion topology he calls r* ,
where T* has the members of T as a basis for the closed sets.

Proposition 3.14. For a To-space (X, r), Salbani's topology t" is the com-
panion topology to r arising from the largest stable compactification of X.

Proof. Smyth [26, Prop. 16] showed that the largest stable compactification
of (X, r) is the space Y of prime filters of D(X), i.e. the spectral space of
the distributive lattice D(X). Here Y has as a basis for its topology all sets
cp(U) = {F E Y : U E F}, where U E D(X), and the embedding e : X ~ Y
is given by e(x) = {U : X E U}. Note e-1<p(U) = U for each U E D(X).
The Nachbin space associated to Y is the Priestley space [20] of n(X). The
closed sets of the topology of open downsets of Yare the closed upsets of
the Priestley space. These are the intersections of the clopen upsets, hence of
the sets <p(U), where U E n(X). So the companion topology on X induced
by this stable compactification has the sets U = e-1<p(U) for U E n(X) as a
basis for its closed sets. Thus, this companion topology is Salbani's topology
T*. 0
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Remark 3.15. We may consider these results in one further context. We
recall that a bitopological space is a set X equipped with two topologies
TI and T2' For a bispace (X,Tl,72), let tt == 71 V 72 be the patch topology.
Following [21], we call a bispace (X, 71, 72) compact if (X, 7T) is compact,
To if (X, rr ) is To, and regular if it is To and for each U E 7i, we have
U == U{V E t, :clk(V) ~ U} (i "* k, i, k == 1,2). The correspondence of The-
orem 2.6 between stably compact spaces and Nachbin spaces extends to also
include compact regular bispaces. Indeed, if (X,~, 1r) is a Nachbin space,
then the open upsets and open down sets form a compact regular bispace, and
each compact regular bispace arises this way (see, e.g., [12]).

Salbany [21] generalized the notion of compactification to that of bi-
compactification. A bicompactification of a bispace (X, 71,72) is a bis-
pace embedding e : (X, 71, 72) ~ (Y, 151, 152) into a compact regular bispace
(Y, 61,62) such that e[ X] is dense in the patch topology 1r == (h V 62. For any
stable compactification e : (X, 7d ~ (Y, 61) of a To-space, letting (h be the
co-compact topology of 61, produces a compact regular bispace (Y, 61, 62),

This induces a completely regular bispace structure (X, 71, 72) on X with
e : (X,Tl,72) ~ (Y, (h, 82) a bispace compactification. (Note that 72 is not
determined by 71, but is dependent on the specific stable compactification of
(X, Tl ).) This is the bispace analogue of Proposition 3.12, and indicates that
every stable compactification can be viewed as a bicompactification. Con-
versely, it is easily seen from Theorem 3.5 that if e: (X, 71, 72) --* (Y, 81, 82)

is a bicompactification, then e : (X,71) --* (Y, (5"t) is a stable compactifica-
tion.

'4. Stable compactifications of frames

this section we extend the notion of stable compactifications to the setting
of frames, and describe the poset of stable compactifications of a frame in
several ways. To begin, we recall Banaschewski's definition of a cornpacti-
fication of a frame [1].

Definition 4.1. A compactification of a frame L is a dense frame homomor-
phism f : M ~ L from a compact regular frame 1\1 onto L. Here, a frame
homomorphism is dense if for all x E M we have f (x) == 0 implies x = O.

Banaschewski showed that a frame L has a compactification iff it is a
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completely regular frame, and that for a completely regular space X, the
compactifications of the frame O(X) correspond to the compactifications of
the space X. So compactifications of spatial frames amount to a translation
of the notion of compactification to the frame language. However, while ev-
ery compact regular frame M is spatial, there are completely regular frames
L that are not spatial, and for these the notion of compactification is new.
We now extend these ideas to stable compactifications of frames.

Definition 4.2. For a frame homomorphism f : M ......L we let r f : L ......M
be the right adjoint of f, namely the map rf(a) = V{x: f(x) sa}.

The map r f preserves finite meets, but need not preserve finite joins.
When the map f is clear from the context, we often use r in place of rf.

Definition 4.3. A stable compactification of a frame L is a pair (M, 1)
where M is a stably compact frame and f : !vI ......L is an onto frame ho-
momorphism that satisfies

x« y => r(f(x)) «y.

The reader may notice that as with stable compactifications of spaces,
density is not specifically required in the definition. As with spaces, it is a
consequence of the definition.

Lemma 4.4. If f :M ......L is a stable compactification of L, then f is dense.

Proof As 0 «0, we have reO) «0, giving r'(U) = O. 0

Proposition 4.5. Every compactification of L is a stable compactification of
L.

Proof Suppose f : M ......L is a cornpactification. Then f is a dense onto
frame homomorphism. Since.tv! is compact regular, M is stably compact.
So to show f : M ......L is a stable compactification it remains to verify
condition (*) of Definition 4.3. The way below relation « and well inside
relation -< agree in any compact regular frame, so it is sufficient to show that
if x, y, Z E M with x -c y and fez) s f(x), then z -< y. From fez) s f(x)
it follows that fez) 1\ ....,f(x) = 0, so fez) 1\ f(""'x) = 0, and the density of
f yields z 1\ ....,x = 0, hence ....,x S ....,z. But x -c y means ..,x v y = 1, hence
....,z v y = 1, giving z -c y. 0
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We next show that the stable compactifications of the frame of open sets
of a 1()-space X correspond to Smyth's stable compactifications of the space

. X. We recall (see Theorem 2.13) that the stably compact frames are, up
to isomorphism, exactly the frames Sl(Y) for a stably compact space Y.
Also, by Corollary 2.10, if Y is a stably compact space, hence a sober
space, then Sl provides a bijection between the homsets Top(X, Y) and
Frm(S1(Y), Sl(X)).

Proposition 4.6. For X a To-space, Y a stably compact space, and e :X -+

Y continuous, e is a stable compactification of X iff Sl( e) is a stable com-
pactification ofSl(X).

Proof Corollary 2.1° states that e is an embedding iff D (e) is onto. For U
~nd V open subsets of Y we have O(e)(V) 5; Sl( e)(U) iff e-1(V) 5; e-1(U)
iff V ne[X] 5; U ne[X]' It follows that U = r(Sl( e) )(U) for all open U ~ Y.
Thus, e is a stable compactification iff Sl( e) is a stable compactification. 0

We tum next to providing internal ways to describe stable compactifica-
tions of a frame. This is similar in spirit to Smimov's result [25] providing
an internal characterization of the compactifications of a completely regu-
lar space, Banaschewski's result [1] characterizing compactifications of a
'frame, and generalizes Smyth's result [26] to the pointfree setting.

Our key notion is that of proximities. The idea of a proximity has a long
history, see [16] for details, and occurs in the literature with related but dif-
ferent meanings. Proximities were originally considered as various types of
relations on the powerset of a set [9, 25, 8, 16]. They were later extended
to the pointfree setting [7, 1, 11,26, 19]. Here we follow the path we began
in [5] that views a proximity as a relation on a frame that generalizes Ba-
naschewski's notion of a strong inclusion and is closely related to Smyth's
approximating auxiliary relation. As in [5] we use -c for a proximity on a
frame. The symbol -< is also used to denote the well inside relation on a
f~aine; when it is used with this meaning in the sequel, we will specifically
say so.

'C>' ,". ',"

Definition 4.7. [5J Let L be a frame. A proximity on L is a binary relation
':: on L satisfying:

"(

1. ° -c 0 and 1 -c 1.
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2. a < b implies a ::;b.

3. a::; b -< C ::; d implies a -< d.

4. a, b -< c implies a v b -< c.

5. a -< b, c implies a -< b /\ c.

6. a -< b implies there exists eEL with a -< c -< b.

7. a=V{bEL:b-<a}.

Example 4.8. Some examples of proximity frames are the following. (1)
The partial ordering of any frame is a proximity. (2) A strong inclusion on
a frame [1J is a proximity that is contained in the well inside relation and
satisfies a -< b implies -I: -< -,a. (3) The way below relation on a stably
compact frame is a proximity. (4) The well inside relation on a compact
regularframe is a proximity. (5) The really inside relation on any completely
regularframe [13, Sec. IV. I J is a proximity. See [5J for further details,

Definition 4.9. For f : M -+ L a stable compactification of L, define a
relation -<fon L by setting a <s b <=> rf(a) «rf(b).

To make notation nicer, we often use -< in place of -<f and r in place of
rf·

Lemma 4.10. a < b iffx« yfor some X, y with f(x) = a and fey) = b.

Proof =>: This is trivial as f( r( a» = a and f(r(b» = b since f is onto.
'¢::: Suppose x« y, where f(x) = a and fey) = b. Then as y::; reb), we

have x « r( b). But part of the definition of a stable compactification says
p« q => r(f(p» «q. Thus, as r(f(x» = rea), we have rea) «r(b), so
a-<~ 0

Proposition 4.11. If f : 111 -+ L is a stable compactification, then -c is a
proximity on L.

Proof For (1) note 0 « 0 always holds, and as M is compact 1 « 1. By
Lemma 4.10, f(O) -c f(O) and f(l) -c I(l), giving 0 < 0 and 1 -< 1. For
(2) suppose a -< b. Then rea) «r(b), hence r(a)::; reb), giving a = fr(a)::;
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j'r(b) = b. For (3) suppose a ; b -< c ~ d. Then rea) ~ r(b)« r(c) ~ red), so
r( a) « r( d), hence a -< d. For (4) suppose a, b -< c. Then r( a), r(b) « r( c),
hence by general properties of the way below relation, rea) v r(b)« r(c).
Then as f(r(a) v reb)) = a v band f(r(c)) = c, Lemma 4.10 gives a v b -< c.
For (5) suppose a -< b, c. Then r( a) « r(b), r( c) and as M is stable, r( a) <
< reb) A r(c), giving rea) « reb A c), hence a -c b A c. For (6) suppose
a -< b. Then rea) « reb). As M is stably compact, we may interpolate to
find z with rea) « z « reb). Then letting fez) = c, Lemma 4.10 shows
a -< c -< b. For (7) as M is stably compact, rea) = V{x : X « rea)},
so f(r(a)) = V{J(x) : X « rea)}. By Lemma 4.10, if x « rea) then
f (x) -< a. It follows that a = V {b : b -< a}. 0

Definition 4.12. For a proximity < on L, we sayan ideal I of L is -<-round
iffor each a E I there is b e I with a -< b. We let J<L be the collection of all
<round ideals of L.

Definition 4.13. For a stably compact frame M, we say N ~ M is a stably
compact subframe of M if

1. N is a subframe of M.

2. N is a stably compact frame.

3. The identical embedding of N in M is proper, so a «N b => a «M b.

A stably compact subframe M of the ideal frame JL is called dense if V' :
M ~ L is onto.

We note that if N is a stably compact subframe of M; then a «bin N iff
a « bin M. One direction is provided by the definition of stably compact
subframe, the other as a « b in a frame implies a « b in any subframe
containing a, b. We also point the reader to [5, Sec. 4], where a number of
results were established for the frame of round ideals of a proximity frame.
In [5], this frame was called 9\JL rather than J<L as above because there
was no need to consider more than one proximity on a given frame, as there
will be here.

Proposition 4.14. For a proximity -; on L, the set J<L of «-round ideals is a
dense stably compact subframe of the frame JL of ideals of L. Further, the
join map V' : J<L ~ L is a stable compactification of L.
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Proof For a E L let ] a = {b E L : b -<a}. In [5, Prop. 4.6] it is shown that
J~L is a subframe of JL, and I « J in J<L iff I ~ ia for some a E J. This
second condition shows I « J in J<L implies I « J in JL. That J<L is a
stablycompact frame is given in [5, Prop. 4.8]. Together, these show J<L is
a stably compact subframe of JL.

The map V' : JL --+ L is known to be a frame homomorphism. So its
restriction to J<L is a frame homomorphism. To see it is onto, if a E L, then
!a is a <-round ideal and by properties of a proximity, Via = a. Thus, J<L is
dense. Finally, we show V' satisfies condition (*). Suppose I, J are -c-round
ideals with I « J. Then there is a E J with I ~ia. Suppose V I = b. Then
the largest <-round ideal mapped by V' to b is !b, so r (V 1) = !b. As I ~ ta
and b :::V I, we have b $; a. Then :}b ~ ia and a E J imply ib « J. This
shows V' satisfies condition (*), so is a stable compactification. D

Proposition 4.15. If f : M --+ L is a stable compactijication, then there are
mutually inverse frame isomorphisms 9 : M -+ J<fL and h : J<fL -+ M
defined by gem) = {f(n): n« m} and h(I) = VrJ[I]. Further, (V·) 0 9 =
f and f 0 h::: V,,

Proof For m E M we first show I = g( m) is a -<rround ideal of L. Suppose
n «m and a $; fen). As before, using r for rJ, we have rea) $; rf(n).
By condition (*) on f we have n« m => rf(n)« m, so rea) «m, thus
a:::fr(a) E I. So I is a downset. If nl «m and'n2 «m, then nl v tiz «m,
and as f is a frame homomorphism, it follows that I is closed under finite
joins, so I is an ideal of L. Say n « m. Then there is p with n «p «m.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.10, fen) -<Jf(p) and f(p) E I. So I is -<rround.

We have shown 9 is well-defined. Clearly h is also well-defined, and
it is obvious that both 9 and h are order-preserving. For m E A1 we have
hg(m) = V{r fen) : n« m}. Condition (*) on !,shows n «m => r fen) <
< m, hence n« m => n $; rf(n) $; m. As A1 is stably compact, m = V{n:
n « m}, and it follows that m = V{rf(n) : n « m}. Thus, hog is the
identity map on M.

Suppose I is a -<rround ideal of L. If a E I, then there is b e I with
a -<Jb. By the definition of -<Jwe have rea) « reb), hence rea) « reb) $;

Vr[I] = h(I). As gh(I) = {fen) : n« h(In we have a = fr(a) E gh(I).
Thus, I ~ gh(I). Conversely, suppose a E gh(I). Then a = fen) for some
n « h(I). As h(I) = V r[ I], the definition of way below and the fact that
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'1'[ I] is up-directed gives n S '1'(b) for some b e I, Therefore, a = f (n) S
fr(b) = b, and as I is an ideal, we have a E I. Thus, I = gh(1), showing
go h is the identity map on J<fL. So we have shown 9 and h are mutually
inverse frame isomorphisms between M and J<fL.

For the further comment, suppose m EM. As M is stably compact,
m = V{n: n« m}, and as f is a frame homomorphism, f(m) = V{f(n):
n «m}. Thus, (V·) 0 9 = f. Then f 0 h = (V·) 0 9 0 h = V . as 9 and h are
mutually inverse isomorphisms. 0

Proposition 4.16. If Lis aframe and M is a dense stably compact subframe
ojJL, then V· : M ~ L is a stable compactification of L, and M is equal to
J<v.L.

Proof. By the definition of a stably compact subframe, we have M is a stably
compact frame. Also, this definition implies M is a subframe of 'JL, and as
the join map from 'JL to L is a frame homomorphism, its restriction to M
is also a frame homomorphism. We have assumed the join map from .!VI to
L is an onto mapping, so to show V· : M ~ L is a stable compactification
we need only show this map satisfies condition (*). Suppose I, J E M with
1« J in M,hence by the definition of a stably compact subframe, I « J
in JL. Let r(1) be the largest element of M mapped by V· to V I, and let
1'(1) be the largest element of JL mapped by V' to V I. As V' : 'JL ~ Lis
a stable compactification, we have 1'(1) « J in JL, so '1'(1) s 1'(1) « J in
JL, giving r(1) « J in JL, hence r(1) « J in M. Thus, V' : M ~ L is a
stable compactification.

We now show M = J<v.L. Suppose I is an element of M, Surely I is an
ideal of L, we must show it is -<yo-round. Let a E I. Then as V· : M ~ L
is assumed to be onto, there is some J E 11'1 with V J = a. So J ~ ta and
a E I give J « I. As M is stably compact, « is interpolating, so we can
find I< in AI with J « I< « I. Setting b = V I<, the definition of <v 0 gives
a <yo b since J « I< and both a = V J and b = V I<. Now I< « I gives
I< £: k for some c e I, so b s c, giving b e I, So I is indeed -<y.-round.
Conversely, suppose I is a -<yo-round ideal of L. As V· : AI -+ L is an onto
frame homomorphism, for each a E I there is a largest ideal Ja in AI with
a = V Ja. Let J be the join in the ideal frame of {Ja : a E I}. Then as AI is
a sub frame of JL, we have J E 1\1. For each a E I we have L; £: ta, so each
Ja is contained in I,hence J £: I. Suppose a E I. As I is <v 0 -round, there is
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bEl with a <'v. b. This means there are ideals P «Q in M with a = V P
and b = V Q. As P « Q, there is CEQ with P £ [c. Clearly a :s; c, and
CEQ £ Js, Thus, a :s; e E J, so a E J. This yields J = I, showing I belongs
toM. 0

Definition 4.17. For stable compactifications I :M -+ L and I' :M' -+ L
of a frame L, define I ~f' if there is a proper frame homomorphism 9 :
1.1 --* M' with f = f' 0 g. Then ~ is reflexive and transitive, so is a quasi-
orderon the class of stable compactifications of L. Let CaMP L be the poset
of equivalence classes of stable compactifications under the partial order
associatedwith ~, and denote the equivalence class of f :M -+ L by [j].

Remark 4.18. Proposition 4.15 shows every equivalence class of CaMP L
contains a member of the form V· : M -+ L for some stably compact sub-
frame M of JL. So CaMP L is a set with a partial ordering even though
there is a proper class of compactifications.

Definition 4.19. For a frame L, let PROX L be the poset of proximities on
L, partially ordered by set inclusion, and SUB JL be the poset of dense
stably compact subframes M of the ideal frame JL, partially ordered by set
inclusion.

We next show that the posets CaMP L, PROX L, and SUB JL are iso-
morphic.

Theorem 4.20. For a frame L there are isomorphisms

<I> : CaMP L -+ PROX L where <I>([I]) = <:

\]I: PROX L -+ SUB JL where \]I ( <) = J<.L

IT : SUB JL -+ CaMP L where IT(M) is the equivalence class of
V·:M -+ L.

Further, <I>-1 = IT 0 \]I, \]1-1 = <I> 0 IT, and IT-I = \]I 0 <I>.

Proof To see <I> is well-defined, suppose f : AI -+ Land f' : AI' -+ L
are equivalent stable compactifications, so there are proper frame homomor-
phisms 9 : 111 -+ 111'and g' : 111'-+ M with f' 0 9 = f and fog' = f'·
If a <i b, then by Lemma 4.10, there are x « yin M with f(x) = a and
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f(y) = b. As g is proper, we have g(x) « g(y), and as I' 0 g = I, we
have ti = j'g(:r:) <r j'g(y) = b. So -<f';-<fl, and by symmetry -<j'';-<f' hence
equality. So the definition of <P does not depend on the member I of the
equivalence class [f) chosen. That <P( [f)) is indeed a member of PROX Lis
given by Proposition 4.11. That W is a map into SUB JL is given by Propo-
sition 4.14, and that IT is a map into CaMP L is given by Proposition 4.16.

To see <P is order-preserving, suppose [j] ~ [j'] where I :.tvI ~ Land
i' : M' ~ L are stable compactifications. Then there is a proper frame
homomorphism g : M ~ M' with i' 0 g = f. We have just seen that this
implies -<f '; <r- so <P([f)) ~ <P([j')). To see W is order-preserving, suppose
-< '; -', Then J<.L is a subset of J<.,L, so w( -<) '; w( -<'). Finally, to show ITis
order-preserving, suppose .M and M' are dense stably compact subframes of
3L with M '; M'. Let g: M ~ M' be the identical embedding. As both M
and M' are subframes of JL, we have finite meets and arbitrary joins in M
and M' agree with those in JL, so g is a frame homomorphism. To see g is
proper, we note that the definition of a stably compact subframe implies that
the way below relations in M and M' are the restrictions of the way below
relation in JL. Finally, for I E M we have (V·) 0 g( 1) is simply the join
of 1 in L, which is equal to (V ·)1. This shows V· : M ~ Lis t; related
to V· : M' ~ L, hence the equivalence class of the first compactification
is beneath that of the second in the partial ordering of CaMP L, showing
IT(M) ~ IT(M').

To show that <I>,W, IT are isomorphisms and the further remarks describ-
ing their inverses, it is enough to show ITw<I>, w<P TI, and <I>ITw are the iden-
tity maps on CaMP L, SUB 3L, and PROX L, respectively.

To see ITw<I> is the identity on CaMP L, let I :At -* L be a stable
compactification. Then ITW<I>([j)) = ITw( -<f) = TI(3<.fL), and this fi-
nal item is the equivalence class of the compactification V· : J<'fL ~ L.
Proposition 4.15 shows I :M -* L and V· : 3<'j -* L are equivalent, so
ITW<I>([f)) = [f].

To see w<I>IT is the identity map on SUB JL, suppose 1\1 belongs to
SUB 31. Proposition 4.16 shows M is equal to 3<.v.L, hence w<I>TI(M) =
JI.

Finally, we show <I>ITw is the identity on PROX L. Suppose -< is a prox-
imity on L and let -<' be the proximity <I>ITw( -<). Suppose a -< b. Then there
is c with a -< c < b. The ideals !a and !b are -e-round and as -c is a proximity,
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wehave (V ·Ha = a and (V ·Hb = b. As {a ~ [c and e E ib, we have ia« ib,
andit follows from Lemma 4.10 and the definition of <"=<'v. that a <.' b. Con-
versely,suppose a <.' b. Then the definition of <v- gives r(a)« reb), where
r is the right adjoint of V' : J<.L ~ L. Clearly the largest <.-round ideal of
L mapped by V' to a is {a, so r( a) = {a, and r( b) = ib. So ia « ib. This
meansthere is C E {b with ia ~ [c. As <. is a proximity, a = V ia, so a ~ c,
andas C E ib, we have C <.b, hence a <.b. So <.=<.', thus <.=<f>IT\fJ( <.). 0

We conclude this section with a discussion of matters related to the poset
of stable compactifications of a frame. We begin with a comparison to
Smyth's poset COMP X of stable compactifications of a To-space described
in Definition 3.2.

Proposition 4.21. For a To-space X, the poset COMP X of stable compact-
ifications of X is isomorphic to the poset COMP D(X) of stable compactifi-
cations of the frame D(X).

Proof Proposition 4.6, and the discussion before it, show that each equiv-
alence class of stable compactifications of the frame D(X) contains an el-
ement of the form D(e) : D(Y) ~ D(X) for some stable compactification
e : X -+ Y of the space X. The result then follows as the proper frame
homomorphisms from the frame D(Y) to the frame D(Z) of open sets of
stably compact spaces Y and Z are exactly the D(j) where f : Z -+ Y is
proper. 0

Corollary 4.22. For a To-space X and its sobrification seX), the poset
COMPX is isomorphic to the poset COMP si X].

Proof This follows from Proposition 4.21 as the frames fleX) and fl(sX)
are isomorphic. 0

Remark 4.23. The poset of stable compactifications of L always has a lar-
gest element. In terms of the poset of proximities on L, this corresponds to
the largest proximity, namely the partial ordering on L, and in terms of the
dense stably compact sub frames of the ideal frame, this corresponds to the
largest such subframe, namely the ideal frame JL itself. As we discuss in the
next section, this largest stable compactification is coherent. We also point
to Smyth's results on the largest stable compactification of a To-space and its
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connection to Salbani's companion topology discussed in Proposition 3.14.
We further note that as shown in Corollary 3.10, the poset of stable compact-
ifications of L need not have a least element, even in the case when L is a
spatial frame.

Remark 4.24. In [1] Banaschewski showed that for a completely regular
frame L, there is an isomorphism between the poset of compactifications of
L and the poset of strong inclusions on L. He also showed that each com-
pactification of L is equivalent to one of the form V . : M -+ L, where M is
a compact regular subframe of the regular coreflection 9tL. It follows that
the poset of compactifications of L is isomorphic to the poset of dense com-
pact regular subframes of 9tL. In particular, 9tL gives the largest element
of the poset of compactifications of L. The above results form extensions
of these to the setting of stable compactifications. Note, the largest stable
compactification of L given by JL need not be a compactification of L.

·Remark 4.25. In [3] Banaschewski, Brummer, and Hardie introduced bi-
"frames as a pointfree version of bitopological spaces, much as frames are a
pointfree version of topological spaces. A biframe is a triple M = (Mo, !VII,
M2), where M1, M2 are subframes of the frame 1'vio and 1\110is generated as
a frame by M, U M2, and a biframe homomorphism h : M -+ L is a frame
homomorphism h : Mo -+ La, where h(Mi) £ L, for i = 1,2.

The notions of compactness and, regularity for biframes were introduced
in [3], and in [2] Banaschewski and Brummer constructed for any stably
compact frame M10 a compact regular biframe (1'vIo, ]\,11, 1'vI2). Their tech-
nique involved representing M10 and the stably compact frame M2 of Scott
open filters of M10 in the congruence frame CON(1'vl1) of 1vh, and then
constructing Mo from the subframe of this congruence frame generated by
the images of J.1h and M2. It follows that the category of compact regular
biframes is equivalent to the category of stably compact frames, hence dually
equivalent to the category of stably compact spaces, and also to the category
ofNachbin spaces.

In [23] Schauerte studied bicompactifications of biframes. She defined a
bicompactification of a biframe L to be a pair (JI,1, n,where M is a compact
regular biframe and f : M -+ L is a dense onto biframe homomorphism.
Here density is used in the usual sense with respect to 1'vfo and La, while
onto means that the restrictions to lUi are onto L, for i = 1,2. Schauerte [23]
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generalizedBanaschewski's theorem by proving that the poset ofbicompact-
ifications of a biframe is isomorphic to the poset of "strong inclusions" on
L.

Our results on stable compactifications and ordered spaces can be placed
in the context of biframes. Suppose f : J111 -+ £1 is a stable compactifica-
tionof a frame £1. As f is an onto frame homomorphism, there is a frame
homomorphism f : CON(1\11) ~ CON(£I) taking a congruence () on !vII
to the congruence on L associated with () v ker f. For the compact regular
biframeM = (Mo, 1\11,1\12) constructed in [2], the frames l'vl0' 1.\11,!vf2 were
realized inside the congruence frame CON(Ald, and this yields a biframe
L = (La, L1, L2) with L, determined by the image of f(.l\fi) for i = 0,1,2.
This gives a biframe compactification 7 : 1\11 ~ L. So every stable com-
pactification naturally yields a biframe compactification. Conversely, it fol-
lows from Schauerte's characterization of biframe compactifications that
if f : (Mo, M1, 1\12) ~ (Lo, £1, £2) is a biframe compactification, then
JIM! : M1 ~ £1 is a stable compactification. So the correspondence between
stable compactifications of frames and bicompactifications of biframes is
similar to that between stable compactifications of To-spaces and bicom-
pactifications of bispaces discussed in Remark 3.15.

5. Coherent and spectral compactifications

Recall that a frame is coherent if its compact elements are a bounded sublat-
tice, and each element is a join of compact elements. A space is spectral if it
is the space of prime filters of a bounded distributive lattice. Every coherent
frame is stably compact, and every spectral space is stably compact. Here we
consider stable compactifications in the context of coherent frames and spec-
tral spaces. This is closely related to Smyth's characterization [26, Prop. 20]
of spectral compactifications of a To-space X in terms of lattice bases of the
frame of open sets D(X), where we call a stable compactification (Y; e) of
a To-space X a spectral compactification if Y is a spectral space.

Definition 5.1. Let L be aframe and f :M ~ L be a stable compactification
of L. We call f a coherent compactification of L if AI is a coherent frame.
Let COR L be the sub-poset of COMP L whose equivalence classes consist
of coherent compactifications of L. A proximity -< on L is called coherent if
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a < b implies there is c with c < c and a < c < b.

Proposition 5.2. COH L is isomorphic to the sub-poset of PROX L consist-
ing of coherent proximities on L, and to the sub-poset of SUB 'JL consisting
of dense stably compact subframes that are additionally coherent.

Proof Consider the isomorphism <P : COMP L --? PROX L of Theorem
4.20 and suppose that f : M --? L is a stable compactification of L. By
Lemma 4.10, a <t b iff f(x) = a and fey) = b for some x « yin M. If
M is coherent, the proximity « on M is coherent, and it follows that <i is
coherent as well. Next, consider the isomorphism W : PROX L -j. SUB 'JL
and suppose that < is a coherent proximity. Then the frame 'J<.Lof -c-round
ideals of L is coherent. Indeed, if I, J are <-round ideals with I « J, then
there is a E J with I ~ tao As J is round, there is b E J with a < b. Then as
.. is coherent, there is c < c with a < c < b. Therefore, I « tC « tC « J.
Finally, consider the isomorphism IT : SUB 'JL --+ COMP L. Clearly if M
.is a dense stably compact subframe of 'JL that is coherent, then the stable
compactification V . : M --+ L is by definition coherent. 0

In the coherent setting, there is an alternate path to a description of com-
pactifications that is convenient. We call a bounded sublattice S of a frame
L a lattice basis if S is join-dense in L, meaning each element of L is a join
of elements of S. Let LAT L be the poset of lattice bases of L, where the
ordering is set inclusion.

Proposition 5.3. COH L is isomorphic to LAT L.
A"

Proof By Proposition 5.2, COH L is isomorphic to the poset CSUB 'JL of
dense stably compact subframes of JL that are themselves coherent.

If M belongs to CSUB 'JL, then as « in M is the restriction of « in
'JL, the compact elements of AI are those principal ideals ta belonging to
M. As M is coherent, we have S = {a E L : fa E A1} is a sublattice of L,
and as each element of M is the join of compact elements and the join map
V· : M -l- L is onto, S is a join-dense sublattice of L, hence a lattice basis.
Setting reM) = {a: ta E Ill} gives an order-preserving map from CSUB 'JL
to LAT L.

If S is a lattice basis of L, set 'JsL to be the set of ideals of L generated
by S. and note that this is the subframe of 'JL generated by {ta : a E S}.
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Thecompact elements of JsL are exactly the ~a where a E S, and it follows
thatJsL is a coherent frame. If I « J in JsL, then I £; ~a for some a E J
witha E S, hence I «J in JL. So JsL is a stably compact subframe of JL
that is coherent, and it is dense as S is a join-dense sub lattice of L. Setting
A(S) = JsL then gives an order-preserving map from LAT L to CSUB JL.

Our constructions show that Ar(.M) = ill for each 111 E CSUB JL and
fA(S) = S for each S E LAT L, so r and A establish an isomorphism of
CSUB 'JL and LAT L. 0

Remark 5.4. Smyth [26, Prop. 20] showed that the poset of spectral com-
pactifications of X is isomorphic to the poset of lattice bases of O(X). The
above result is an obvious extension of this to the setting of coherent com-
pactifications of frames.
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